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iGETS POLICY NOTES
News from the ETS Policy Information Center

Volume 3, Number 2

Enough Good
Teachers?

Educotional Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey

The achievement of national
educational goals hinges, In large
measure, on a qualified teaching
force. Qualified teachers know
the subject areas they teach and
are equioped with the skills and
techniques to engage students in
the subject matter, Yet many
school systems find it challenging
just to get enough teachers to fill
available slots. And if those teach-
ers are to be really qualified
under currently escalating stan-
dards of student achievement
and teacher accountability
the task of finding enough quali-
fied teachers seems daunting
indeed.

The Supply Side

While analysts continue to
debate whether the 'reserve
poor of teachers is sufficient to
avert a shortage, the National
Center for Education Statistics
estimates that even under the
most conservative assumptions,
the nation will need to hire
around 2 million teachers
between now and the year 2001
(see Figure 1). Many districts cur-
rently report teacher shortages in
such areas as mathematics, physi-
cal science, foreign language,

9 special education, and bilingual
.1) education. Some inner city and
t-
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rural districts report across-the-
board shortages.

While a looming overall short-
age may be debatable, the short-
age of minority tea:hers is a fact.
Yet students from minority groups
comprise on increasing proportion
of the nation's school population.
According to the 1990 census,
minority groups represent 20 per-
cent of the United States popula-
tion, and that figure is increasing.
Clearly, the need for a culturally
diverse teaching force is growing.

Yet the demographic gap
between students and teachers
remains large. According to the
American Association of Colleges
for Teacher Education (AACTE)
Research about Teacher Educa-
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tion (RATE) survey of primarily
junior and senior teacher educa-
tion students, 92 percent were
White, 81 percent were female,
and 60 percent sold they spoke

(continued on page 6)
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::-IcrcoTeristics of
Minority NTE Test
Takers

Several factors underlie the
national shortage of minority
teachers. Black and Hispanic
students are less likely than White
and other minority students to
complete high school and to
attend college. Those who do
enroll in college are less likely to
get a degree. Minority students
who graduate from college are
recruited heavily by business,
academia, and the professions.

As a resulf, the percentage of
Black and Hispanic college
graduates awarded degrees in
education has decreased drasti-
cally (see Figure 4). According to
the National Center for Education
Statistics, the total number of
bachelor's degrees in education
awarded to Black and Hispanic
students fell from nearly 16.000 In
1977 to 6,500 ten years later, The
number of degrees in natural and
computer sciences, engineering,
business, and other technical/
professional fields awarded to
these students grew from 33,000
to more than 53.000 during the
same period.

The Imposition of testing require-
ments for entrance Into teaching
is also reducing the minority
teacher supply. Regardless of the
type of test used or the area
assessed, minority teaching can-
didates have substantially lower
passing rates than majority candi-
dates do. Using data from the
1987-88 NTE administration, ETS
researchers found that, at the
median state qualifying score on
the NTE Core Battery Test of
Communications Skills, 90 percent
of the White examinees would
qualify, compared to 47 percent
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Figure 4
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of the Black and 61 percent of
the Hispanic examinees, Similar
patterns are found with other
teacher certification tests.

The potentially high rate of
attrition among current minority
teachers threatens to make the
situation even worse. In 1988, 41
percent of Black and Hispanic
teachers polled In a national
survey conducted by Metropoli-
tan Life sold they will probably
leave teaching in the next five
years, compared to 25 percent ot
the White teachers surveyed. The
attrition rate is compounded by
the Southern Education Fund's
finding that more than one-third
of the Black teachers In the South
have 25 or more years experience
and are rapidly approaching
retirement.

While the need to increase the
supply of minority teachers is
apparent, the most productive
way to do It remains unclear. We
knrsv, very little about minority
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teaching candidates who meet
state certification requirements
and those who do not. To provide
more information, ETS researchers
Richard J. Coley and Margaret E.
Goertz studied the 4.004 Black
and Hispanic examinees who
took the October 1989 administra-
tion of the NTE Core Battery Test
of General Knowledge. The
researchers gathered information
on students' backgrounds and
assessed the differences between
successful and unsuccessful can-
didates, based on their NTE
scores.

Differences Between
Successful and Unsuccessful
Candidates

Candidates were separated
into two groups according to their
scores on the Test of General
Knowledge. Successful candi-



dates were defined as those who
scored at least 649. These candi-
dates would pass in all but one
state that requires the test; the
state in question uses a relatively
high cut score for graduates of
out-uf-state Institutions and for
in-state teacher candidates who
do not take the required teacher
education coursework. Unsuc-
cessful candidates were defined
as those scoring below 639. These
candidates would meet NTE test
score requirements in only one
state.

High and low scorers differed
on five sociodemographic char-
acteristics gender, fluency in
languages other than English,
parent education, parent occu-
pation, and high school rank.
High-scoring Black candidates
were more likely to have come
from families with higher socio-
economic status than low scorers
and to have been in the top
quarter of their high school gradu-
ating classes. High-scoring His-
panic candidates were more
likely not to be fluent In languages
other than English, to have par-
ents with higher education levels,
to have mothers who were more
likely to work and to work in skilled
or professional occupations, and
to have a higher rank in high
school. Both Black and Hispanic
male test takers were more likely
to be high scorers than were their
female counterparts.

Differences were also found in
educotional background. High
scorers were more likely to have
advanced degrees, higher grade
point averages, and undergradu-
ate majors or minors other than
education. Among candidates
enrolled in undergraduate edu-
cation programs, secondary
education majors scored higher
than early childhood education
majors did. At the graduate level,

high scorers were somewhat more
likely to be enrolled in teacher
education programs.

Finally, differences were
observed in respondents' career
paths. High scorers were less likely
than low scorers to plan on mak-
ing teaching their career, but
were more interested in teaching
in low-Income urban or suburban
communities. High scorers were
more likely than low scorers to
seek certification in secondary
education.

Conclusion

This study, like others document-
ing the relationship between
social and economic advantage
and achievement, suggests that
strong academic preparation
and support programs are essen-
tial to the development of aca-
demic talent, especially among
students from minority groups.
Increasing the pool of minority
teachers who meet state certifi-
cation requirements may depend
on increasing the quality of their
elementary and secondary
schooling.

Coley and Goertz found four
Implications of these findings to
be particularly noteworthy:

Prospective minority teachers
are often the first generation in
their families to attend college.
They frequently come from fami-
lies with limited financial resources
and enter college with less aca-
demic preparation than their
more advantaged peers. Col-
leges and universities must
develop support programs that
are geared to the academic and
financial needs of these students.

Low socioeconomic status
students who succeed in college
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pass the NTE Test of General
Knowledge. Colleges and univer-
sities can and do make the differ-
ence for disadvantaged students.

The data show that prospective
minority teachers take varied
routes to a teaching career
about half in the study had
another career before becoming
interested in teaching. Efforts to
recruit and prepare minority
teachers should recognize pros-
pects among those already
employed in other fields, as well
as those who come to the profes-
sion by traditionai teache r. prepa-
ration routes.

Only half of the successful
minority test takers plan to make
teaching their career. To retain
talented teachers from all racial/
ethnic groups in the classroom,
changes must be made in the
structure and environment of the
teaching profession to make it
more attractive.

Copies of "Characteristics of
Minority NTE Test Takers" are avail-
able from Research Publications,
05-R, Educational Testing Service,
Rosedale Road, Princeton, NJ
08541-0001. Order RR-91-4. GI

'The NTE Core Battery. administered by
Educational Testing Service, consists of
three tests General Knowledge. Profes-
sional Knowledge, and Communications
Skills. The Test of General Knowledge is used
as part of teacher certification require-
ments in 22 states and is the only testing
requirement In some large states.
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Good Teaching:
How Is It Defined?

In 1987, Educational Testing
Service's Board of Trustees autho-
rized development of a totally
new generation of teacher
assessments, founded on exten-
sive research and committed to
the highest degree of fairness.
The new assessments, which utilize
advances in research and tech-
nology, are tied to a vision of
teaching as complex, requiring
action and decision making, and
demanding knowledge of both
subject matter and appropriate
ways of reaching students from
different backgrounds. On April
12 of this year, the ETS Board of
Trustees announced the name for
the successor to the National
Teacher Examination The Praxis
Series: Professional Assessments
for Beginning Teachers.-

The main pubpose of the new
framework for teaching is to
strengthen the development of
ihe new assessments. The follow-
ing synthesis of its major elements
was prepared by ETSers Carol
Anne Dwyer, senior development
leader for the new assessments,
and Ana Marla Villegas, research
scientist. It is based on a number
of research studies and Investiga-
tions carried out at ETS under the
direction of Alice Sims-Gunzen-
hauser, test development exam-
iner, and Sue Street, program
administrator, and will undergo
further refinement, based on
experience. A listing of this
research, and information on
its availability, is provided on
page 8.

The metaphor cf tbrichers as
managers of'classroom 11f6 has
been used in developing the
framework for teaching that
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supports the new assessments.
Classroom life is complex and
dynamic. Teachers must manage
instructional content, relationships
between students and content,
and interactions among members
of the classroom. They must also
communicate effectively with
other educators and with the
larger community, including fami-
lies, These four broad areas of
responsibility provide the structure
for a teaching framework.

Content Knowledge for
Teaching

This domain focuses on the
importance of teachers' knowl-
edge of content in planning,
implementing, and evaluating
instruction. Content knowledge
defined in these criteria as knowl-
edge, skills, and values that are
part of the curriculum is the
foundation for making Informed
decisions on the sequence of
Instruction, To be effective, teach-
ers must organize activities within
a single instructional event, recog-
nize the interrelationships among
instructional events that form a
unit, and understand the more
global curricular context of
instructional units. A thorough
knowledge of subject matter is
also needed to select curricular
materials and other resources.
Instructional activities, and evalua-
tion strategies suitable for content
goals.

Criteria for judging this aspect of
teaching include:

Demonstrating knowledge of
content through instructional
events that are logically
sequenced and that are sound
and accurate reflections of the
content.

6
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Demonstrating an understand-
ing of the connections between
the content of an instructional
event and what wol studied
previously or remains to be stud-
ied in the future.

Creating or selecting curricular
materials and other resources,
learning activities, and evaluation
strategies that are clearly linked to
the Intent or goal of the instruc-
tional event.

Teaching for Student
Learning

This domain concerns the deci-
sions and cctions required of
teachers in order to make con-
tent comprehensible to individual
students doing what is neces-
sary so that each pupil learns.
Broadly speaking, teaching entails
engaging students as active
learners to Induce changes in
their preexisting knowledge, skills,
and learning strategies. Teachers
must build instruction on students'
strengths and prior learning, as
well as accommodate differ-
ences among students. They must
also be aware of important sig-
nals regarding the course of
instruction, making inferences
about possible misunderstanding
of content and deciding whether
to adhere to the InstrucMnal plan
or to deviate from it. Moreover,
teachers must communicate to
students what they are expected
to learn and why.

Criteria for judging this aspect
of teaching Include:

Students' prior knowledge of the
content and building on their
academic strengths during in-
struction.



Accommodating students'
individual interests, developmen-
tal levels, and cultural resources
by engaging them in a variety of
learning activisies.

Monitoring students' under-
standing of content through a
variety of means, providing feed-
back to students to assist learning,
and adjusting learning activities
as the situation demands.

Making learning expectations
clear to students, setting high
expectations for all, and helping
students take responsibility for
their own learning.

Making content comprehen-
sible to students through clear
and focused explanations, and
meaningful examples, analogies,
metaphors, and/or demonstra-
tions.

Encouraging students to extend
their thinking beyond factual
knowledge.

The Classroom Community
for Student Learning

The classroom is a community
organized for academic pur-
poses. As in all communities, life in
the classroom must be organized
so that activities can be accom-
plished. There are many different
ways of organizing instructional
activities or events, each with Its
own rules for participating teach-
ers and students.

A safe and well-functioning
classroom community requires
ground rules for the variety of
learning events students wiii
encounter. In addition, teachers
must create an interpersonal
environment in which learning
can occur. This setting demands

rapport and respect among
members of the classroom com-
munity. Teachers must be aware
of cultural differences in interac-
tion styles so they can interpret
students' behavior accurately
and respond appropriately.

Criteria for Judging this aspect
of teaching include:

Creating a purposeful and well-
functioning learning community
with convenient and well-under-
stood classroom routines.

To the extent possible, creating
an attractive and safe physical
environment arranged in ways
conducive to student learning.

Making standards of behavior
and consequences of misbehav-
ior clear to students; handling
disruptions efficiently and with
respect.

Creating a classroom climate
that ensures equity and respect
for and among students.

Establishing and maintaining
rapport with students.

Communicating high expecta-
tions for the learning and behav-
ior of all students.

Teacher Professionalism

Teachers' reflection on and
communication about their own
work is important to their students,
to themselves as developing
professionals, and to teaching as
a profession. Teachers need to be
able to use a variety of strategies
to evaluate how well their stu-
dents are learning. Good teach-
ers must also, however, reflect on
their own instructional effective-
ness to determine what works and
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what doesn't, if they are to
improve their own teaching. The
teaching profession, as a whole,
also benefits from the collegial
sharing of experience, enabling
teachers to learn from and teach
one another. This experience
permits broad considerations of
students, school structure, and
coordination of learning experi-
ence. Teacher professionalism
also Includes interactions with the
community in general and with
parents in particular.

Criteria for Judging this aspect of
teaching include:

Reflecting on and analyzing
one's own instruction; characteriz-
ing successes and failures; identi-
fying actions taken and rationales
for them; and determining the
extent to which instructional goals
are met.

Explaining how insights gained
from instructional experiences
can be used to improve instruc-
tion.

Demonstrating acceptance of
personal responsibility for student
learning.

Building professional relation-
ships with colleagues to share
teaching Insights and coordinate
learning activities for students.

Communicating with parents
regarding student learning, and,
where appropriate, interacting
effectively with the community.

For more information on the
new series of assessments, we'll:, to
Carol Dwyer (01-P), ETS, Rosedale
Road, Princeton, NJ 08541-
0001. A
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Enough Good
Teachers?
(continued from page 1)

only English. Fewer than 3 percent
of those who sald they had stud-
ied another language claimed
fluency in it

Projections indicate that by the
year 2000, Black teachers may
comprise as lithe as 5 percent of
the teaching force. Declining
numbers of minority teachers may
be the result of a limited number
of minority students entering and
completing co:lege; increasing
compel: 'In from business,
academia, and the professions
for minority students; and the
increasing use of teacher testing,
which may reduce the numbers
of minorities who are permitted to
teach. (See "Characteristics of
Minority NTE Test Takers" in this
issue of Policy Notes.)

There are, however, some
encouraging signs. As shown in
Figure 2, interest in teaching
among college freshmen is on the
upswing. According to a survey
by UCLA's Higher Education
Research institute, the percent-
age of students entering teacher
education programs has nearly
doubled since the early 1980s. In
1990, 9 percent of college fresh-
men said they were pursuing
teaching careers, up from 8.2
percent In 1989 and 4.7 percent
(the lowest proportion in the
history of the survey) in 1982. The
AACTE survey found that
between 1985 and 1988, the
number of students enrolled in
teacher education programs
increased 61 percent, The most
dramatic gain a 200 percent
Increase Was in the number of
students with bachelor's
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Figure 2
Trends in College Freshmen interest in Teaching Careers
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degrees who ware enrolled in
teacher education programs.

The growing appeal of a
teaching career is probably
due to a combination of factors

reports of teacher shortages,
pay increases (the AFT reports
that the average teacher salary
Increased 78.5 percent
between 1980-81 and 1989-90),
the perception that teaching is
a secure profession during eco-
nomically uncertain times,
Increased financial aid for
teacher education programs, a
climate of national education
reform, and media campaigns
to enhance the image of the
profession.

The Quality Side

It is particularly notewor w
that increased interest in )ach-
ing has come after stand rds
for entrance into the profession
were strengthened both at
the state and institutional levels,
In 1980, only a handful of states,
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primarily in the Southeast, required
individuals to pass a test before
being certified to teach, in 1990, 39
states required aspiring teact. _ to
pass a state-prescribed, standard-
ized test before entering a teacher
education program and/or before
being certified to teach. In addi-
tion, three more states are in the
process of validating such tests.

At the institutional level, many
colleges and universities have
increased admission requirements
to teacher education programs.
The result, according to AACTE
officials, is that it is now harder to
gain entrance to the education
school than any other program In
s )me institutions.

While the evidence is limited,
higher standards may be starting to
pay off, The average scores of
college-bound seniors who take the
SAT and the percent of seniors
Interested in a teaching career
have been on the rise (see Figure
3). Thus, the quality of these stu-
dents (as measured by the SAT) has
been increasing along with the
quantity. The AACTE reports that



Figure 3
Percentage of College-Bound Seniors intending to Major in Educa-
tion, with Mean SAT Scores of Intended Education Majors'
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the typical preservice teccher in
elementary education graduated
in the top third of his or her high
school class, with a combined
score of 898 on the SAT. This score
is close to the national average
for all entering freshmen.

The AACTE survey provides
Information from teacher educa-
tors and from their students about
the quality of teacher training. In
general, the survey found that
supervisors and students' percep-
tions of the quality of teacher
preparation are often positive.
But quality across teacher educa-
tion institutions does vary. Problem
areas include prospective teach-
ers' abilities to assume certain
basic teaching functions, To work
in urban and rural settings, and to
work with children whose back-
grounds ore different from their
own. For example, almost a third
of the preservice teachers report
concerns In terms cf their plan-
ning for and delivery of instruc-
tion, and almost half report class-
room management or student
discipline problems during their

student teaching experience.
Depending on the type of institu-
tion, only between 18 and 30
percent of college-based supervi-
sors agceed or strongly agreed
that teacher education program
graduates are well prepared to
teach in a culturally diverse set-
ting or to teach at-risk students.

As the new decade begins, the
evidence of improvement In the
supply and quality of teachers is
generally positive, although not
yet conclusive. In addition, many
movements In the profession, if
implemented, would continue the
positive trend of producing more
teachers as well as teachers who
are better qualified to enter the
profession.

For information about the RATE
surveys, write to the American
Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education, One Dupont
Circle, Suite 610, Washington, DC
20036-2412.Q
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Selected Research Conducted for The Praxis Series:
Professional Assessments for Beginning Teachers-

"Assessing the Beginning Teacher: Guiding Conceptions" Carol Anne Dwyer and Ana Maria Villegas.

"What is Good Teaching? A Review of the Literature" Anne Reynolds and Pat Elias.'

"Culturally Responsive Pedagogy for the 1990's and Beyond" Ana Marla Vi Degas.'

"Knowledge-Base Building: Job Analysis of Teaching" Michael Rosenfeld.'

"Content Synthesis of Currently Used State-Wide Performance Assessment instruments" Sue Street.

"Proposed Ccntent Specifications for Performance Assessments of Beginning Teachers"
Alice Sims-Gunzenhauser.

'Knowledge-Base Building: Analyzing and Developing Methodologies in Teacher Assessment"
Carol Myforit Ruth Austria, Ana Marla Villegas.

'Available in draft form
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